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I. The Phenomenon: Intensity

Words differing in intensity are found in several areas of the lexicon, 
e.g. 

--dimensional and evaluative adjectives (large/small, rich/poor, 
expensive/cheap)

--emotion terms (love, anger, surprise)

like-love-venerate (verbs)
annoyed-angry-furious (adjectives)



Gradable adjectives in particular come in multiples, express different 
degrees of a given property:
u large-huge-enormous 

u poor-penniless-destitute 



Gradables

Dimensional adjectives:
size: {big-enormous-gigantic…}

wealth: {comfortable-rich-wealthy..}

Emotion nouns, verbs:

frighten: {scare-alarm-terrify…}
anger: {annoy-exasperate-enrage…}



Adjective scales

u We know intuitively that certain adjectives are scale members

u Q: How smart is she? 
A: She is clever/intelligent/brainy/bright/brilliant/#tall/#friendly/#young



Intuitively, such lexemes can be thought of as points on 
a scale

Two salient points form an antonymic pair

…arctic frigid cold chilly cool lukewarm warm hot boiling…

Half scales:
comfortable<prosperous<rich<well-heeled<affluent<wealthy

destitute>impoverished>poor



Scalar adjectives

Scalar adjectives express values of a shared attribute (expressible by a 
noun)

E.g., large, huge, enormous, gigantic…are values of size



u Scale is open-ended; speakers can express more or less intense 
degrees with adverbs

u She must have been beyond beautiful when she was younger

u we have a lot of enameled cast iron, and they get extremely hot, 
while the non-stick pans, not so much

u Clever thinking, but still not what I'd call super smart. 

u (Examples from the Corpus of Contemporary American English, Davies 2007)



When words fail…



Scales

Scales have two anchor points that form an antonym pair
hot-cold, large-small, expensive-cheap, young-old,…

One is marked, the other unmarked (Bierwisch 1967)
u --how {big, old, heavy, wide, expensive,…} is X? unmarked
u --how {small, new, light, narrow, cheap,…} is X? marked



Unilateral entailment (L. Horn)
Stronger adjective entails weaker one(s)
(downward/unidirectional only): 

a gigantic car is necessarily a big car 
but not:
*a big car is necessarily a gigantic car 



Questions

Need a better understanding of gradables from different POS
Which adjectives/nouns/verbs are (not) scale mates?
Where on their respective scales are such verbs and  adjectives located 

relative to one another? 
What is the “semantic distance” among them? Is it constant?
u Can we construct scales? 
u If not scales, robust partial orders? 
u Linear or loops?

(Why) do speakers sometimes disagree on whether a given entity (water, 
soup, weather) is cool, chilly or cold?



Motivation

Representing scales would be useful for several applications, including:
Automatic reasoning, sentiment analysis, bias detection, product and 
service reviews

Medical domain: pain assessment, appropriate treatment (M. Stern)
Much current work in sentiment analysis labels only 2-3 points 

(positive/neutral/negative)
Based on intuition/human judgment; not empirically derived



More open questions

Scales, polar antonyms may be (near-) universal

But points along the scale do not necessarily line up across languages
Different languages lexicalize different intensities of gradable 
adjectives

Implications for language learners, human and machine translation?



II. Ordering on scales



Lexical-Semantic Patterns

Speakers have (loose) intuitions about scalar ordering 
But can these be empirically verified?
Corpus data provide insight



Horn scales

u L. Horn (1972) noted lexical-semantic patterns that identify stronger-
weaker members of a pair

u X>Y:

u X even Y (good, even great; bright, even brilliant) 
u X<Y:

u Not Y but X (not great but good; not brilliant but bright)
u If not Y, at least X



Sheinman’s AdjScales Method

Induce additional patterns 
By mining text for snippets with adjective scale mates 

Search corpus using a centroid and a similar adjective from WordNet’s 
“dumbbells” 

large * gigantic
well-off * rich

destitute * poor

(Sheinman and Tokunaga 2009, Sheinman, Fellbaum, Julien, Schulam 2013; Schulam & Fellbaum for 
German)



AdjScale method

Identification of additional lexical-semantic patterns that reveal 
asymmetries

Corpus queries with pre-classified pairs from WordNet

great * fantastic
=> great {even/if not/but not…} fantastic

(Sheinman & Tokunaga’s AdjScales, 2009)



AdjScales

Searches reveal two kinds of patterns
more intense verb on the right

poor if/but not destitute
poor (perhaps) even destitute

less intense verb on the right
if not destitute, (at least) poor

not destitute but still poor
(Sheinman & Tokunaga 2009; Sheinman et al. 2013)



Constructing Scales

Searches yield pairwise asymmetries 
These allow the construction of partial orderings and (sub)scales

cheerful<joyous<elated<euphoric

Scales derived from corpora can be compared to human judgments



False Positives

u Extension of AdjScale work
u Tweak search query (regex) syntax to exclude false positives

Same adjective on both sides:
u Alas, the fish was strong but not strong enough
u Microwave till it's hot but not so hot it burns your skin.

u (A. Zhang, Princeton Independent Work)



False Positives

u Some patterns return adjectives from different scales (not scalemates)
u These are interesting: show speakers’ association (or dissociation) of 

specific properties (such as price-quality)

u He wore a three-piece suit that was expensive but not flashy
u medium quality, not cheap but not good either 
u Grilled pork chop was tasty but not cheap at $15



III. Scales in the emotion lexicon

Emotions are gradable

We like/love/adore something or someone
We dislike/hate/detest/loathe



Emotions

Fellbaum & Mathieu (2010, 2014) examined verbs expressing verbs 
expressing the causation of three emotions: surprise, fear, anger
In English and French

Applied lexical-semantic patterns to corpora

Will report only on the English data here



Three classes of psych verbs

Manually compiled

• Surprise verbs: astonish, surprise, amaze, astound, strike, stun,
floor, dumbfound, flabbergast, stupefy

• Frighten verbs: intimidate, scare, frighten, alarm, terrify

• Annoy verbs: irk, nettle, annoy, anger, exasperate, infuriate,
enrage, incense



Patterns

Applied patterns based on Sheinman & Tokunaga’s AdjSclales
method to English, French corpora

Pattern 1: V1 (perhaps) even V2

Pattern 2: V1, not to say V2

Pattern 3: If not V1 then V2



Patterns
Hits turned up predicted asymmetries: 

Stronger verb on the right:
annoy even infuriate
anger, not to say incense

Stronger verb on the left:
if not terrify then scare



Web searches

For each verb pair in a class, all patterns were applied, with each 
verb in both positions

Queries included all inflected forms (stems) 

Most frequent pattern: X even Y

Most tokens were adjectival past participles (frightened, 
surprised,…)



Web searches

Searches returned between dozens and hundreds of hits

Manual post-processing/cleaning

Almost all pairs showed asymmetry

Symmetry: same intensity? Synonyms or some other semantic 
difference?



Results
She looked alarmed, even scared by our festive look.

I am still dealing with some level of doubt and fear, the assignment 
intimidates and even scares me a little.

Truly, a cold chill gripped me, my heart rate increased, and I 
became alarmed, even frightened.



Results: Scales

astonish< surprise< amaze< astound< strike< stun< floor< dumbfound 
<flabbergast< stupefy

Surprise scale

intimidate < scare < frighten < alarm < terrify

Fear scale

irk < nettle < irritate <annoy< anger< exasperate< infuriate< enrage< 
incense

Annoy scale



Human validation

Asked students for pairwise orderings and to arrange lexemes on a 
scale.

Students were not given patterns, relied entirely on intuition

Found the task very hard!

Overall good (but not great!) agreement among speakers, speakers 
and corpus data 



Limitations

Frequencies of verbs are uneven (e.g., surprise vs. flabbergast) 

This may influence both corpus data and human judgment (less 
robust)



Emotion verb scales

Comparison of emotion verb scales in English and French:
Number of verbs differ across languages

“Given” translation equivalents don’t always share scale neighbors



IV. Emojis

😆😅😂

Like words: discrete; form-meaning mapping

Speakers share understanding of meaning

Universal code: language-independent

Non-verbal expression of emotions; serve to augment verbal 
communication



Emojis

Increasing popularity (currently >1600)
Many, but not all, express emotions

Growing number of emojis may allow for more subtle differentiation of 
sentiment (less easy with language)
Repetition of a given emoji indicates intensity of a given sentiment (cf. 
use of intensifiers like very, terribly, awfully in English)



Emojis

Can we map emojis to (English) words?

Identify scales?

Singh 2018; Singh, Fellbaum & Mathieu 2019



Emojis: experiment

Asked 30 speakers (“Turkers”) to
--rate intensity of specific emojis on a 1-5 scale

--make pairwise comparisons (which is more/less intense?) of emojis 
--match emojis to English emotion words (adjectives) 

Singh 2018



Deriving Emoji scales



How…is this emoji?



Results for “fear”



Pairwise Emoji ordering
(cf. pairwise pattern searches)



Scales derived from responses



Emojis to words

u Singh (2018) presented individual adjectives to 50 respondents and 
asked them to match them to a single emoji

u Word-emoji mappings for most frequent responses allowed scale 
construction



Deriving scales: Anger



The fear scale



V. Applications

u Information on scalar properties encoded in lexical resources can 
be exploited by systems

u Example: 

u Automatic reasoning, inferencing
u Unilateral entailment (Horn noted this)



Scales for automatic reasoning

Standard task: Given a Text T, evaluate the truth of a Hypothesis H.

T: Frigid weather sweeps across New Jersey
H: The Garden State experiences cold temperatures

frigid > cold  supports True classification by scalar implicature
(Synonym matching applies as well.) 
Reversing the sentence would not support H.  

Clark, Fellbaum, Hobbs, Clark et al. 



Scales in specific contexts

When assessing patients and attempting a diagnosis and possible treatment, 
doctors ask patients to describe their pain using one of 78 adjectives from 
the Standard McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ).

There are 20 categories, with 2-6 words each.

Can a consistent intensity ordering of adjectives in a group be derived from 
patient data?

M. Stern 2021 Junior Research directed by CF, Princeton University



Scales in specific contexts

Mine on-line chronic pain discussions for adjectives used to describe pain 
intensity
Apply lexical-semantic patterns

Hits: 
u no hurting or prickling feelings just the numb tingling feeling

u often I start getting the pinching and even shooting pain



Suggest scales for some MPQ categories

u MPQ Category AdjectiveScale

u 3 <stabbing, prickling>
u 7 <burning, hot>
u 8 <tingling, itching>

u 9 <dull/sore/aching, heavy, hurting>
u 16 <annoying, intense, unbearable>
u 18 <tight, squeezing>

u 19 <freezing, cold>



Other applications

Finer-grained automatic analysis of product/ service reviews and customer 
feedback 
Map language of review texts (adjectives) and global star ratings more subtly

Refine by specific aspects of product or service to “decompose” global rating
=>Hotel reviews (Fuller/Fellbaum)

=>French perfume ratings (smell, persistence, packaging, price)

Lopez, C., Segond, F. and Fellbaum, C. (2016). Encoding Adjective Scales for Fine-Grained Resources. (Poster), LREC, 
Ljublajana, Slovenia



Proposed Representation in WordNet 



Thanks for your attention!
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